We are losing cyber battles everyday.
Now, one person’s defeat is another’s defense.
Sharing cyber security intelligence increases the costs to malicious activity when one organization’s incident can become rich actionable intelligence for hundreds.

- Intelligence sharing is now the primary method of defending against APTs, new attack toolkits, & sector targeting
- Firms currently process only a fraction of all the intelligence they receive
- Automation can achieve situational awareness, raising the cost to malicious activity and decreasing the cost to proactively defend

Situational Awareness across a community

Our vision is a federation of standards-based repositories sharing intelligence in real-time.
New 1.0 release has the following features:
- Native back-end support for all STIX Observable types, including Sightings – learn more about STIX!
- Full TAXII support for upload/download and discovery
- Indicator Confidence, Type, and Traffic Light Protocol
- Data “Quality” ratings based on community review
- Custom TAXII feeds using our graphical search interface
- Browse and search indicators and observables
- Share intelligence through email, CSV, or manually type
- Dual-factor authentication

Adoption and Standards Gaining Momentum
- The Cyber Intelligence Repository is utilized daily by many of the top financial services firms and adoption is growing.
- STIX and TAXII continue to mature, and are the top choice for corporations using structured threat data

Breaking the Cyber Kill-Chain Pre-Exploit

Visit the Cyber Intelligence Repository Webpage for more info

www.fsisac.com/CyberIntelligenceRepository